Prokaryotic CRISPR-Cas genomic loci encode RNA-mediated adaptive immune systems that bear some functional similarities with eukaryotic RNA interference. Acquired and heritable immunity against bacteriophage and plasmids begins with integration of 30 base pair foreign DNA sequences into the host genome. CRISPR-derived transcripts assemble with CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins to target complementary nucleic acids for degradation. Here we review recent advances in the structural biology of these targeting complexes, with a focus on structural studies of the multisubunit Type I CRISPR RNA-guided surveillance and the Cas9 DNA endonuclease found in Type II CRISPR-Cas systems. These complexes have distinct structures that are each capable of site-specific double-stranded DNA binding and local helix unwinding.
Introduction
Prokaryotes have evolved multiple mechanisms to combat viral infection and block plasmid transfer [1] . In contrast to the restriction-modification system and other defenses including disruption of phage adsorption to cell surfaces, many bacteria and most archaea harbor RNAguided adaptive immune systems encoded by Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPRs) and accompanying CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins [2] [3] [4] [5] . The CRISPR-Cas systems rely on a library of small CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs) transcribed from CRISPR loci, together with Cas proteins, for sequence-specific detection and silencing of foreign nucleic acids [6, 7 ] . The CRISPR-Cas machinery targets invasive non-self DNA via base pairing with the crRNA guide sequence, leading to Cas protein-mediated DNA cleavage [6, 8, 9] .
Mechanistically, CRISPR-Cas adaptive immunity comprises three distinct stages: spacer acquisition, CRISPRCas expression and DNA interference [2, 10, 11] (Figure 1 ). In the acquisition stage, a short protospacer sequence from antecedent mobile elements is incorporated into the CRISPR array as a new spacer [12] . Such acquired spacer sequences serve as a genetic record of prior infections. The selection of protospacers is determined in part by specific recognition of protospacer adjacent motifs (PAMs) present within invading plasmid and phage genomes [13] . The lack of PAM recognition sequences within the direct repeats of bacterial CRISPR loci eliminates the potential for selftargeting and self-cleavage by CRISPR-Cas systems [14 ] , while mutations within PAM sequences allow the phage to escape CRISPR immunity [15] . During the expression stage, also known as CRISPR RNA (crRNA) biogenesis, the CRISPR array is transcribed into a long precursor (precrRNA) and subsequently processed by endonucleolytic cleavage into mature crRNAs that consist of a single spacer surrounded by partial CRISPR repeat sequences on one or both sides [7 ] . Finally, during the interference stage, mature crRNAs assemble with Cas proteins into surveillance complexes that target DNA for degradation, thereby preventing the propagation of viruses and plasmids [2] .
CRISPR-Cas systems have been found in approximately 40% of sequenced bacterial genomes, nearly all archaea [16] , and even some bacteriophages [17, 18] . Based on CRISPR locus organization and cas gene content, CRISPR-Cas systems are classified into three main types (I, II and III) and further subdivided into 11 subtypes (I-A to I-F, II-A to II-C, and III-A to III-B) [19, 20] . Although they share a common function in providing adaptive immunity, CRISPR-Cas systems exhibit extraordinary mechanistic diversity, especially for crRNA biogenesis and interference [2] . For example, both the Type I and Type III systems rely on the Cas6 nuclease family for endoribonucleolytic cleavage within the repeat sequences of the pre-crRNA to generate small mature crRNAs [21] [22] [23] . In contrast, processing of pre-crRNA transcripts in Type II CRISPR-Cas systems involves base pairing between a small trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA) and the repeat segment of the pre-crRNA, followed by cleavage within the repeat region by an endogenous RNase III [24 ] .
Different kinds of molecular machinery are also involved during the interference step of CRISPR immunity. In Type I systems, the mature crRNA associates with multiple Cas proteins to form the CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral defense (Cascade), which binds to complementary DNA target sequences and recruits a trans-activating nuclease-helicase (Cas3) for unwinding and DNA cleavage [25, 26] . Similarly, Type III systems utilize large multi-protein assemblies, known as the Csm (III-A) and the Cmr (III-B) complexes, to target DNA or RNA directed by cognate crRNAs [27, 28] . In contrast, Type II systems utilize a single multi-functional protein, Cas9, for DNA targeting and degradation guided by a natural dual-RNA heteroduplex consisting of a crRNA and a tracrRNA [24 ,29 ] . The dual crRNA: tracrRNA, when engineered as a chimeric single-guide RNA by connecting the 3 0 -end of crRNA to the 5 0 -end of tracrRNA with a linker sequence, efficiently directs Cas9 to cleave target DNA sequences matching the 20-nucleotide (nt) guide sequence in the RNA [29 ] . Cas9 and single-guide RNAs have been used to introduce site-specific doublestranded (ds) DNA breaks in the genomes of eukaryotic
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cells, which can be repaired by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR), thereby generating site-specific and permanent genome modifications [30 ,31 ,32 ]. By changing the DNA targetbinding sequence within the guide RNA, Cas9 can be programmed to target and/or cleave virtually any target DNA site adjacent to a PAM motif. This simplified twocomponent CRISPR-Cas9 system thus provides researchers a simple and effective tool for genome editing and gene regulation in a wide range of organisms [33] [34] [35] .
Recent biochemical and functional studies have uncovered general molecular principles underlying crRNA biogenesis and CRISPR interference [2, 11, 36 ]. Yet the mechanisms by which CRISPR-Cas surveillance complexes recognize and degrade target DNA remain to be fully understood. Here we describe recent advances based on structural studies of the Type I-E Cascade complex and the Type II Cas9 enzyme. Insights into the architecture of Type I-E Cascade and Type II Cas9 complexes and the structural basis for target DNA recognition directed by crRNAs have deepened our understanding of how Cas proteins identify and cleave target DNA. Furthermore, we anticipate that such structural information will enhance the application of CRISPR-Cas systems for biotechnology and translational research.
Structural basis of Type I-E Cascade surveillance complex assembly
The hallmark of Type I CRISPR-Cas systems is the assembly of the large multisubunit Cascade surveillance complex that uses crRNA to recognize DNA targets. The Type I-E CRISPR-Cas system from E. coli K12 contains a CRISPR locus and eight cas genes [7 ,37] (Figure 2a ). Among them, Cas1 and Cas2 form a stable heterocomplex that is essential for spacer acquisition [38, 39] , while Cas3 mediates duplex unwinding and degradation of invading DNA [25] . Eleven Cas proteins [one copy of Cse1 (CasA), two copies of Cse2 (CasB), six copies of Cas7 (CasC), one copy of Cas5e (CasD) and one copy of Cas6e (CasE)] assemble with a 61-nt crRNA into the 405-kDa Cascade complex [37] . This assembly targets invading nucleic acids bearing a sequence matching that of the crRNA. Cascade then recruits the nuclease-helicase Cas3 to catalyze DNA target degradation.
Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) based reconstructions of the E. coli Cascade complex before and after binding to a 32-nt single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) substrate mimic revealed an overall seahorse-like morphology with a helical backbone containing six copies of Cas7 and one 61-nt crRNA lying in its concave groove [40 ] (Figure 3a) . The anchored crRNA is capped at its ends by two prominent features representing the 'head' (Cas6e) and 'tail' (Cse1). Upon binding to a ssRNA substrate mimic that is complementary to the crRNA spacer sequence, Cascade undergoes a concerted conformational change in which the Cse1 at the tail, Cas6e at the head and two copies of Cse2 in the middle shift and rotate along the Cas7-crRNA backbone. Strikingly, the electron density map showed that the crRNA:ssRNA hybrid forms a discontinuous double-stranded helix composed of a series of short (4-5 base pairs) helical segments.
Four subsequent structural studies [41 ,42 ,43 ,44 ], including three atomic-resolution Cascade structures and one low-resolution cryo-EM-based reconstruction of Cascade bound to a 72-bp dsDNA target, provided a more detailed view of crRNA-guided surveillance by Cascade. The crystal structure of E. coli Cascade complex bound to a 61-nt crRNA (the pre-target bound state) shows the six copies of Cas7 packed tightly against each other to form a helical filament with the crRNA [42 ,43 ] . Cas6e and the stem-loop at the 3 0 end of the crRNA cap the backbone at the head of the complex, whereas Cse1 and Cas5e together with the 5 0 end of the crRNA form the tail (Figure 2b ). Two copies of Cse2 comprise a headto-tail homodimer in the center of the complex without direct contacts to the crRNA. Both Cas6e and Cas5e make sequence-specific contacts with the crRNA segments matching the CRISPR repeat sequence. Intriguingly, except for the first copy of Cas7 close to the 3 0 crRNA stem-loop, each Cas5e and Cas7 protein contains a long protruding b-hairpin (Figure 2b-d) , a putative unwinding element that has been implicated in helicases [45, 46] . These prominent, elongated b-hairpins serve as 'wedges' that introduce a kink every 6-nt within the guide RNA region of crRNA. As a result, the bases of the kinked nucleotides adopt a distorted configuration that is not suitable for base pairing, while the adjacent 5-nt segments extend outward and remain in a discontinuous A-form helical configuration that is poised for base pairing with target DNA. Consistent with this observation, functional tests demonstrate that mismatches between target DNA and the kinked nucleotides are much better tolerated than mismatches located elsewhere [42 ,43 ] .
DNA interactions with the Cascade complex were revealed in a 3-Å crystal structure of Cascade bound to a complementary single-stranded DNA target composed of a 32-nt protospacer sequence and a 5-nt 3 0 extension [41 ] , as well as a 5 0 PAM sequence (5 0 -CAT-3 0 ). Interestingly, the overall architectures of the unbound and ssDNA-bound Cascade complex superimpose well, with an average root mean square deviation (rmsd) of 0.65 Å over 1933 Ca atoms (Figure 2c ). However, Cas6e, Cse1 and the Cse2 homodimer display a concerted conformational change as previously observed in the ssRNA-bound Cascade structure. Of note, Cse5e in the tail makes extensive contacts with the 5 0 end of crRNA and maintains a conformation almost identical to that of the pretarget bound state. The most striking feature of the ssDNA-bound structure is the crRNA-ssDNA heteroduplex, which adopts a highly distorted A-form geometry in which the ssDNA base pairs with 5-nt crRNA segments while leaving every sixth base unpaired. Consistent with biochemical observations [47, 48] , an important 'seed' sequence in the crRNA guide (positions 1-5, 7 and 8 nucleotides) forms base pairs with target strand DNA, while the 6th nucleotide is flipped outward and thus unavailable to participate in DNA recognition. Six bhairpins from Cse5e and Cas7, seen in the pre-target bound Cascade structure, interrupt the crRNA-DNA duplex precisely at the unpaired positions of the duplex to prevent them from base pairing with target DNA (Figure 2d ). This unusual configuration allows for the RNA-DNA hybrid to maintain continuous base pairing within each 5-nt guide segment of the crRNA while circumventing the energetic cost associated with topological distortion at each unpaired position [41 ] . This
The structural biology of CRISPR-Cas systems Jiang and Doudna 103 unique architecture could increase the fidelity of target recognition via a conformational proofreading mechanism similar to that employed for DNA strand separation by the recombination protein RecA [49] . It is also worth noting that although PAM sequence is not observed in this structure, Cse1 is located at the end of the ssDNA target, near where the PAM sequence would be. Comparative structural analysis reveals that the L2 loop (residues 401-410), a previously identified loop in the C-terminal four-helix bundle of Cse1 [50] , becomes ordered and moves closer to the ssDNA strand by making direct contacts with the phosphate backbone near the PAM motif (Figure 2e ). This suggests that the Cse1 L2 loop may have a previously underappreciated role in stabilizing the target DNA strand. Additionally, the disordered L1 loop (residues 130-143) of Cse1, previously implicated in dsDNA destabilization and non-self target selection [50] , is disordered in the crystal structure of ssDNA-bound Cascade. Interestingly, this L1 loop is well ordered in the pre-target bound Cascade crystal structures, where it makes base-specific contacts with the 5 0 handle of the crRNA (Figure 2e ). Cleavage assays showed that mutation of the Cse1 L1 loop (N131A) substantially decreases target degradation by Cas3 and Cascade [44 ] .
Collectively, the high flexibility of the L1 and L2 loops in Cse1 hints at an important role of the conformational rearrangement of Cse1 in target DNA recognition [51] . Consistent with this possibility, the 9-Å cryo-EM reconstruction of dsDNA-bound Cascade revealed that dsDNA binding drives Cse1 to adopt a conformation distinct from that observed in the pre-target bound and ssDNA-target bound states [44 ] . In the dsDNA-bound state, the Cse1 subunit is positioned at the PAM-proximal end of the dsDNA duplex while its four-helix bundle subdomain moves inward as a rigid body relative to its conformation in the ssDNA-bound state (Figure 3) . Furthermore, negative-stain EM analysis of Cas3-bound dsDNA-Cascade revealed that Cas3 co-localizes with Cse1 for dsDNA target binding [44 ] (Figure 3 , left panel). These structural findings, together with the observation that the Cse1 L1 loop is critical for Cas3-mediated in vitro DNA cleavage and in vivo interference [44 ,50] , demonstrate that the Cse1 subunit plays an essential role in target recognition and Cas3 recruitment.
A working model has been proposed for understanding how the Cascade surveillance complex assembles, recognizes target DNA and subsequently leads to its degradation by recruiting the nuclease-helicase Cas3 [41 ,44 ]. Cas6e processes pre-crRNAs and remains bound to the 3 0 handle of each mature crRNA after cleavage, and Cas5e binds the 5 0 handle of crRNA. The Cas6e-crRNA-Cas5e head-to-tail complex functions as a platform to further recruit other Cascade-associated proteins (one Cse1, two Cse2 and six Cas7). Similar to Type II CRISPR-Cas systems, target DNA recognition by Cascade is initiated by binding a short PAM motif immediately adjacent to the target DNA [47] . Upon PAM recognition by Cse1 [50] , the Cascade surveillance complex undergoes a concerted conformational change in which the Cse1, Cse2 dimer and Cas6e subunits are repositioned around the Cas7-crRNA backbone [40 ] . PAM recognition and simultaneous conformational arrangements within the Cascade complex trigger formation of an R-loop extending from the PAM site via base pairing between the crRNA and a target DNA strand [37] . After R-loop formation, Cse1 recruits the nuclease-helicase Cas3 adjacent to the PAM-proximal end of target DNA to degrade the target DNA processively in a 3 0 -5 0 direction along the non-target DNA strand [26, 51] . Despite these insights, higher-resolution structural studies of Cascade-crRNA-dsDNA with and without Cas3 bound will be helpful for uncovering the detailed molecular mechanisms of target DNA recognition by Cascade and consequent Cas3-mediated DNA degradation.
Structural studies of Type II CRISPR-Cas9 systems
In comparison to Type I systems, Type II CRISPR loci are more minimal, with only four cas genes -cas1, cas2, csn2, and the Type II hallmark gene, cas9 (Figure 4a ). Adjacent to the Type II CRISPR locus is an atypical family of small non-coding, trans-activating RNAs (tracrRNAs), required for crRNA maturation and DNA silencing [24 ] . Bacteria with a Type II system employ a single CRISPR-associated protein, Cas9, to generate double-stranded breaks in viral DNA or invading plasmids during an adaptive immune response. Cas9 is a multi-domain and multi-functional protein (Figure 4b ). It contains HNH-nuclease and RuvC-like nuclease domains, which cleave the DNA complementary strand (target strand) and the non-complementary strand (nontarget strand), respectively [29 ,52] . By forming WatsonCrick base pairs with the 3 0 -repeat region of mature crRNA, the tracrRNA:crRNA hybrid recruits Cas9 to cleave the foreign DNA guided by spacer sequences within crRNA [29 ,52] . The dual-tracrRNA:crRNA guide RNA, when engineered as a single-guide RNA (sgRNA) chimera, enabled rapid implementation of CRISPR-Cas9 as a powerful tool for genome engineering [29 ] .
Cas9-guide RNA-mediated DNA target recognition and site-specific cleavage requires both the PAM sequence in target DNA and Watson-Crick base pairing between the 20-nt guide RNA sequence and the complementary target DNA sequence [29 ] . The critical role of the PAM in target DNA recognition by Cas9-guide RNA complexes within the context of an entire genome is best illustrated by single-molecule based assays [53 ,54 ] . RNA-guided Cas9 interacts preferentially with PAM sequences in genomic DNA by forming longer-lived binding interactions at sites containing a PAM, relative to the weak transient interactions that occur in the absence of PAM sequences. Upon binding to a PAM site, Cas9 interrogates the flanking DNA segment for potential complementarity between the guide RNA and the DNA bearing the PAM sequence. Analysis of cleavage competition assays further reveals that a perfect complementarity of the 12-bp PAMproximal 'seed region' within the guide RNA sequence is essential for target DNA cleavage, while mismatches within the 8-bp nearest to the PAM-distal guide sequences are sometimes tolerated [29 ,53 ] . Furthermore, these findings indicate that, after PAM recognition, Cas9 initiates R-loop formation at the 3 0 end of the guide RNA strand, immediately adjacent to the PAM site [53 ] . This triggers a directional and sequential unwinding of the target DNA through a proposed Brownian ratchet motion model. Cas9 proteins are abundant across the bacterial kingdom with variable size and limited sequence similarity, and have been grouped into three subfamilies: Type II-A, II-B, and II-C [20] . The Type II-A and Type II-C subfamilies represent most known Cas9 genes, encoding proteins of 1400 or 1100 amino acids in length, respectively ( Figure 4b) . Notably, both Type II-A and Type II-C Cas9 proteins have been shown to introduce double-stranded breaks in DNA targets and are being used for genome engineering in eukaryotes [55, 56] . Structural studies of the prototypical Type II-A Cas9 protein from Streptococcus pyogenes (hereafter referred to as SpyCas9) and a smaller Cas9 enzyme from Type II-C Actinomyces naeslundii (hereafter referred to as AnaCas9) showed the fundamental domain organization and molecular architecture of the Cas9 enzyme family [57 ] (Figure 4c ). Both SpyCas9 and AnaCas9 in the pre-target bound state fold into a bi-lobed architecture composed of a nuclease lobe and an alpha-helical lobe. Pairwise structural comparison reveals that this divergent class of enzymes shares a conserved structural core including the two nuclease domains responsible for DNA cleavage. Structurally divergent regions, including the alpha-helical lobe and the carboxyl-terminal domain (CTD) from the nuclease lobe, are likely involved in recognition of distinct guide RNA and PAM motifs. Furthermore, superposition with nucleases of known structure indicates that the HNH domain utilizes a one-metal-ion catalytic mechanism through its bba-metal finger motif to cleave target strand DNA, while the RuvC-like domain (RNase H fold) adopts a two-metal ion mechanism for non-target strand DNA cleavage. Notably, both Cas9 structures support the conclusion that these enzymes maintain an auto-inhibited conformation in the apo state and undergo conformational rearrangements upon binding to guide RNA and/or target DNA in order to convert into an active conformation for target surveillance. Consistent with this notion, negativestain EM reconstructions of SpyCas9-nucleic acid complexes showed that guide RNA loading triggers a large conformational change relative to the apo-Cas9 structure, with a central channel formed between two structural lobes for target DNA binding [57 ] .
The crystal structure of SpyCas9-sgRNA complex bound to a complementary ssDNA target provides detailed insights into the structural reorganization of Cas9 upon binding guide RNA and target strand DNA [58 ] . Analogous to the apo-Cas9 structure, the Cas9-sgRNA-DNA ternary complex assembles into a two-lobed architecture with the HNH, RuvC and CTD domains comprising the nuclease lobe and the alpha-helical domain forming the other lobe (Figure 5a, left panel) . Superposition of the target-bound structure with the apo structure reveals that Cas9 undergoes a substantial conformational rearrangement upon binding to guide RNA and target strand DNA, particularly in the alpha-helical domains (Figure 5a, middle panel) . Furthermore, the ternary complex structure shows that sgRNA binds to the target DNA to form a unique T-shaped architecture in which the 20-bp guide RNA:target DNA heteroduplex adopts a distorted conformation with a predominance of the canonical A-form dsRNA duplex (Figure 5a, right panel) . The 20-bp guide RNA:ssDNA hybrid is recognized by Cas9 in a sequence-independent manner, indicating that Cas9 recognizes the geometry of the RNA:DNA heteroduplex rather than its nucleotide content. In contrast, the sgRNA outside of the guide region, including the repeat:antirepeat duplex, is recognized by Cas9 in a sequencedependent manner. This structural finding agrees with the biochemical observation that divergent structures and sequences of the crRNA repeat:tracrRNA anti-repeat dictate the specific guide RNA recognition by Cas9. In addition, examination of detailed interactions between Cas9 and sgRNA reveals that the conserved arginine-rich helix is critical for sgRNA and DNA recognition by SpyCas9, rationalizing previous observations that mutation of the arginine-rich region markedly reduced the Cas9 RNA-guided targeting in vivo [59] .
PAM recognition is critical for target DNA binding and subsequent Cas9 catalytic activity. Structural studies of SpyCas9 in complex with sgRNA and a partially duplexed target DNA containing a 5 0 -TGG-3 0 PAM sequence provide a greater mechanistic understanding of PAM recognition by SpyCas9 [60 ] (Figure 5b ). This ternary complex structure, captured as a cleaved product in the non-target strand but with an intact target strand due to use of a catalytically inactive H840A mutation of the HNH domain, reveals that the conserved GG dinucleotide PAM
The structural biology of CRISPR-Cas systems Jiang and Doudna 107 residues in the non-target strand are read out by making base-specific hydrogen-bonding interactions with two invariant arginine residues (R1333 and R1335) from the Cterminal domain (CTD) of Cas9 (Figure 5b, right panel) . The lack of direct base interactions between Cas9 and the target DNA strand deoxyribose-phosphate backbone and nucleobases complementary to the 5 0 -TGG-3 0 PAM sequences corroborates previous biochemical observations that Cas9-catalyzed DNA cleavage is sensitive to mutations in the 5 0 -NGG-3 0 PAM motif, but not to the mismatches at the PAM corresponding positions on the target DNA strand. More interestingly, SpyCas9 stabilizes the target DNA strand immediately upstream of the PAM and PAM-containing DNA duplex by making a kink turn at the connecting phosphodiester group in the target DNA strand (referred to as +1 phosphate), suggesting that PAM recognition contributes to local strand separation. Of note, the overall architecture of the PAM-bound ternary complex agrees well with the crystal structure of the PAM-free ternary complex, with the exception of distinct orientations of the HNH and alpha-helical domains, highlighting the important role of concerted conformational changes in Cas9 activation.
Combining structural studies with biochemical observations suggests a model for PAM recognition and Cas9 activation [53 ,57 ,58 ,60 ] . In the absence of nucleic acids, Cas9 adopts an auto-inhibited conformation. Guide RNA binding results in a conformational rearrangement of Cas9 and formation of a central channel for target DNA recognition. Cas9 interrogates the target DNA by searching for PAM motifs across the genome. Upon PAM binding by R1333 and R1335, Cas9 undergoes a further conformational change, thereby triggering R-loop formation and accompanying duplex unwinding by interacting with the +1 phosphate group at the kink turn. Higher thermostability of the RNA-DNA heteroduplex then drives the step-wise destabilization of target dsDNA and unidirectionally unzips the DNA duplex from the PAM-proximal end for Cas9-mediated DNA cleavage. Although current structural studies have shed light on the molecular mechanism by which the Cas9-sgRNA complex recognizes target DNA, detailed structural insights into how Cas9-sgRNA unwinds the target dsDNA duplex and cleaves both separated DNA strands remain obscure. Notably, both structures of Cas9-sgRNA bound to target DNA were solved using catalytic inactive Cas9, and further show that the active site from HNH nuclease domain is positioned away from the scissile phosphate group of the target DNA ( Figure 5) . Therefore, the present structures of Cas9 complex are likely to be captured in inactive states, further raising the question of how Cas9 activation occurs. In addition, the mechanistic details underlying conformational changes of Cas9 upon PAM binding remain enigmatic. Cas9 does not harbor energy-dependent helicase activity [29 ,53 ] . Comparison of structures of SpyCas9 in the apo form and the nucleic acid-bound states indicate that Cas9 undergoes a substantial conformational change upon binding to sgRNA and target DNA. However, whether this large structural rearrangement contributes to DNA duplex unwinding remains to be determined.
Conclusions and future directions
The diversity of CRISPR-Cas systems in bacteria and archaea has been noted from the beginning of the bioinformatic analysis of these loci [61, 62] . Although the numbers and types of protein and RNA components in these systems vary widely, a key question has been the extent to which they may share structural and mechanistic features. With multiple high-resolution structures now available for the Type I and Type II CRISPR-Cas surveillance complexes, some themes are emerging. In terms of direct correspondence between components, there is no obvious similarity between any part of the Type I Cascade complexes and the Type II Cas9 enzyme. These targeting systems appear to be fundamentally distinct in a structural sense and there is no obvious evolutionary connection between them. Mechanistically, however, some interesting parallels include the recognition of a PAM sequence in the dsDNA target adjacent to the crRNA recognition site and the use of a 'seed' interaction between one end of the guide RNA strand and the complementary region of the DNA target. The exact mode of PAM binding is not yet clear for the Cascade complex, and the detailed structural mechanism by which PAM recognition triggers Cas3-mediated DNA cleavage, as is observed for PAM-mediated activation of Cas9 [60 ] , remains to be elucidated. Another functional similarity between the Cascade complex and Cas9 is the ability to unwind the DNA double helix to enable crRNA strand invasion and base pairing. Both Cascade and Cas9 exhibit conformational changes upon target strand binding that could contribute energetically to this process [25] . Further experiments will be required to test this idea using techniques such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and calorimetry. For Cascade, the unwinding is likely coupled to recruitment of the endonuclease Cas3, an ATP-dependent helicase whose activity may help displace Cascade and enable processive DNA degradation. How DNA displacement occurs following Cas9-mediated cleavage is not yet known.
CRISPR-Cas systems have attracted widespread attention during the past two years with the large-scale implementation of an engineered version of the Type II Cas9 targeting complex, using a single-guide RNA [29 ] for site-specific genome engineering in animals, plants, fungi and bacteria. The structural insights described here lay the foundation for understanding how Cas9 recognizes and cleaves target DNA, as well as opening the way to future research to determine how target specificity and cleavage efficacy is achieved. As more Cas9 variants, both natural and engineered, begin to be used for genome engineering, it will be interesting to discover the extent to which structural and mechanistic features are conserved. Furthermore, there is ongoing interest in using other CRISPR-Cas systems for various applications. For example, it might be possible to engineer streamlined or chimeric versions of the Type I Cascade complex that would retain RNA-guided DNA targeting capabilities [63] . Continued structural and mechanistic investigations of Type I targeting complexes will reveal the feasibility of this idea. Finally, as structural details of the Type III targeting complexes become available, it will be interesting to see which features of these systems are conserved and which may be distinct from the other CRISPR types. In particular, determining what properties enable some Type III systems to target RNA substrates rather than, or perhaps in addition to, DNA will provide both a deeper mechanistic understanding of these surveillance complexes as well as the potential for new kinds of in vitro and in vivo applications.
